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Figure 1: An overview of Clio’s presentation capabilities for real-time performances, presentations, and storytelling. (a) The
presenter creating behavior mappings between input interaction methods (right) and output behaviors (left). (b) A menu
containing images and other virtual objects. (c) The presenter selects an image using a mid-air gesture and drags it across the
screen. (d) To make an image larger, the presenter uses a two-handed pan/zoom gesture. (e) The presenter uses voice commands
and mid-air gestures to display text labels on the screen and draw notes on the image.

ABSTRACT
Tools supporting immersive live video conferencing (VC) have
gained popularity recently across diverse application domains. A
core component of the experience is augmenting video commu-
nication with multimodal interactive media. While many direct-
manipulation techniques for VC communication have been pro-
posed in existing literature, the usability and preferences for these
techniques have never been formally studied. In this paper, we exam-
ine how embodied interaction democratizes content authoring, and
propose a rehearsal-to-performance (RtP) framework along with a
VC system, Clio, that enables performers to directly interact with
their media using voice, gesture, and external devices such as tablets.
We evaluate existing operation-to-modality mappings for VC com-
munication, as well as describe novel mappings not present in the
literature. A series of studies demonstrate modality preferences and
potentials for incorporating real-time direct-manipulation tools to
create expressive augmented VC performances.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Human-centered computing → Collaborative and social
computing devices; Mixed / augmented reality.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Real-time online video communication is becoming more popular
in a wide range of domains, including education [14], coding [22],
creativity and art making [24], video games [46], and economics
[24]. This is especially prevalent following the outbreak of COVID-
19, when many daily social, professional, and educational activities
moved onto VC platforms and have not yet returned to the phys-
ical world [14]. Given that a wide variety of social activities that
require visual communication now take place in real-time remote
VCs, visual effects for augmenting live presentations have become
increasingly important to support effective communication. How-
ever, there are few tools that let people easily create and interact
with visual effects in VCs, and little is known about how they are
used by target end users in real-world scenarios. Unlike previous
research efforts, this work focuses on formally studying the de-
sign of multi-modal direct manipulation systems to inform future
interfaces.

Since this topic is significantly broad and rich, we first needed
to understand how people present visual material using current VC
systems, then explore how people would prefer to directly interact
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with visual media during VC presentations, and build a system
supporting these proposed interactions. The developed system can
then be used to understand how multimodal direct manipulation
affects and enriches VC communication. To attenuate this method-
ology, we conducted an initial formative design study to understand
real-world use cases and limitations of existing tools and found
a tension between performer expressiveness and media augmen-
tation. Commercial augmented VC systems like mmhmm.ap and
Cameo allow presenters to insert graphics into their live video
stream, or superimpose their video stream upon backgrounds, but
do not allow the two worlds to interact [49]. Performers are limited
in their expressive capabilities due to the lack of support for direct
interaction with rich graphics, visual media, text, and drawing on
the screen. This initial probe revealed that we needed to better
understand how performers would want to directly manipulate
on-screen media during live presentations.

Through a series of formative surveys, semi-structured inter-
views, and pantomime studies we found that the participants em-
ployed different modes of voice, gesture, mouse, keyboard, and
tablet input to perform and control the pantomimed visual effects
essential to their use cases. However, presenters expressed concern
about being unable to imagine what their effects would look like
during a real-time presentation. We also found that enabling direct
manipulation usually required technical skills and programming
knowledge that many novice users found intimidating or difficult to
acquire. Programming direct manipulation to enrich presentations
is a substantial burden in simple real-world scenarios like showing
vacation photos to loved ones, Q&A sessions during remote pre-
sentations, and other use cases where performers might be unable
or unmotivated to prepare extensively.

From our observations, we synthesized a research-to-presentation
(RtP) workflow for authoring direct manipulations using an immer-
sive approach, and instantiated a system to support this workflow
called Clio, a proof-of-concept VC system for augmenting live
performances with voice, body and device driven direct manipu-
lation. Clio enables users to easily design and integrate real-time
multi-modal visual manipulations without explicit programming
by offering a collection of predefined modular primitive operations
derived from our formative studies. The effects resemble those
that one could do in post-production using applications like Adobe
After Effects [1], or through newscaster and weather-reporting
support systems that let an external third party control the visuals
using a Wizard-of-Oz approach [50]. Our workflow shifts the focus
of presentation authoring from content (e.g. slide) authoring to
performance authoring, which encourages presenters to focus on
preparing the talk itself instead of on the artifact of the talk.

We demonstrate in a series of evaluations with live performers,
audiences, and external observers, that letting performers directly
interact with media contained in their presentations greatly en-
riches the communicative and expressive capability of VCs and
encourages nonlinear presentation styles. Liberating presentations
from linear constraints opens an exciting design space of nonlinear,
extemporaneous storytelling and expands the application domain
of VCs. In addition, the RtP immersive authoring approach built
rapport between performers and machine, even when perform-
ers incorporated unfamiliar interaction techniques and machine
learning tools such as voice and gesture recognition.

Our contributions of this work include: (1) Analysis of formative
studies identifying diverse use cases for media augmented VCs. (2) A
rehearsal-to-performance workflow and tool, Clio, for augmenting
live VCs with direct manipulation using voice, body, and devices
using an immersive authoring approach. (3) A series of user studies
with Clio, resulting in insights into how presenters prepare and
present live VC performances augmented with interactive direct-
manipulation visual effects.

2 RELATEDWORK
2.1 Immersive Authoring Tools
Immersive authoring allows users to experience and verify im-
mersive content firsthand, creating it through natural and direct
interaction within the same environment [30, 40, 52]. The benefits
of an immersive authoring approach is that it provides as much
agency and control over system behavior to the user as is possi-
ble [62]. Immersive authoring systems for virtual environments
have been widely explored in HCI research and usually involve two
steps: designing virtual behaviors and content, then mapping in-
teractions between virtual contents and users [41]. While creating
virtual content usually involves programming in an environment
separate from where the user experiences the behavior, immersive
authoring environments blend the authoring and behavior environ-
ments [41, 44, 65, 70, 75]. SceneCtrl [74] and Window Shaping [29],
for example, enable authors to create in-situ virtual scene assets
and static 3D models. Similarly, Calliope supports 3D design idea
generation in VR by facilitating communication between users and
a creative AI through traditional sculpting techniques [65]. These
ideas are extended in other projects [8, 11, 12, 73] to allow virtual
contents to be animated in-situ. Visual programming has also been
explored as a candidate for democratizing authorship of interac-
tive applications [21, 27, 41, 51, 59, 69, 76]. FlowMatic, for example,
allowed a user to build and test virtual interaction models in real
time by connecting user input to object parameters [76]. Previous
systems were limited, however, by the range of input modalities,
often requiring fiduciary markers [33, 41, 54, 60], or operating only
using spatial location [26, 51]. Some prior works encourage the use
of midair gesture and hand pose recognition as part of the authoring
process [61, 68, 70] or the use of voice [23, 34, 55] and tablet [35, 63].
While many of the above approaches use head-mounted displays
and explore avatar-based virtual reality immersive authoring, in
this work, we explore how VC systems provide a promising alterna-
tive venue for immersive authoring. Furthermore, a mixed modality
approach that allows authors to define their behavior mappings
using a variety of input methods is an unexplored problem that we
investigate in this paper.

2.2 Dynamic Media and Performance Interfaces
The proliferation of digital technologies made interactive media
an increasingly prevalent, expressive, and powerful medium for
communication, art, and design [37]. An integral component of the
experience is the colocation of user with their interactivemedia [66].
Traditional methods for creating rich and dynamic performance-
driven graphics either require significant post-processing exper-
tise [1, 4], specialized preprocessingworkflows [2], or programming.
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However, postprocessing is obviously impossible for real-time per-
formances, and is only appropriate for those who have the time
and skill to do complex video editing and compositing. Numerous
frameworks for programming dynamic media exist like Process-
ing [57], openFrameworks [53], D3 [15], Flash [3], Unity [64], and
ARKit [6]. However, beside requiring significant expertise, they are
limited in their support for interactive capabilities. HCI researchers
have explored approaches for democratizing the creation of dy-
namic interactive media by prototyping novel interfaces [38, 42],
sketch-based interfaces [7], direct-manipulation interfaces [43, 65],
and storytelling through data [39]. Other work explores applica-
tions of explanatory illustrations [32, 71, 77] and creating mappings
between user-triggered actions and animated effects [72]. Mapping
human motion to digital objects [13] and digital characters [20] has
also been explored in performance-based systems. Other interfaces
such as SketchStudio and Kitty support user-defined relationships
and events by directly manipulating elements of an illustration
representing an underlying relationship graph [31, 35].

Research and commercial systems which allow manipulation of
colocatedmedia (e.g. mmhmm) aremost related to ourwork [49, 58];
it enables users to produce real-time full-body human performances
augmented with videos. We extend these ideas to encompass a
broader domain of interaction methods, including voice, tablet,
midair gesture, and whole body pose estimation. Furthermore, our
work examines how enabling users to combine these interaction
methods in any way they choose empowers them to create powerful
and expressive augmented performances. Finally, our work employs
an immersive authoring paradigm allowing presenters to quickly
evaluate the visual effects of their authored interactive media.

2.3 Multimodal Direct Manipulation
Systems supporting direct manipulation of content are in common-
use but extremely limit performer agency and expression. For ex-
ample, newscaster and weather-reporting software create the ap-
pearance of the performer interacting with their colocated media,
but the visual effect is implemented using a Wizard-of-Oz method,
meaning all visual effects are controlled by an off-screen person,
removing any agency or control from the performer[50]. Early
real-time systems that focused on manipulating graphical elements
use gestures to communicate to an audience [9]. ChalkTalk [56]
and performance-driven tools [58] require users to design graphic
assets and other media, then map this media to interactive be-
haviors. Similarly, GestuAR [68] enables creating custom midair
gestures that can be mapped onto behaviors using a head-mounted
display. Other works have explored incorporating interactive digi-
tal whiteboards as part of the presentation environments [28], or
incorporated wearable to assist with communication [17].

Prior work [13, 20, 61] demonstrates that voice commands, tablet
interactions, and body movement corresponding to the presenta-
tion topic are an integral part of an effective performance, greatly
enhancing the audience’s understanding of the performer’s content.
Some research interfaces [36, 48, 67] have explored the potential
for supporting improvised presentations and social networking
apps with video filters make it simpler to generate real-time effects,
but their expressiveness, applicability, and possible use cases are
confined by the limited number interaction methods they support

[57]. While previous research has investigated integrating direct
manipulation using body or voice, these works focus on a single
method of manipulation and do not support performer authorship
and customizability [56, 65, 76]. However, prior literature has also
demonstrated that systems that enable more than a single mode
of input are more flexible for users to adopt [62], increase a user’s
sense of agency and fluidity within the system [10], as well as
stimulate performer creativity and audience engagement [48].

Unlike the above systems, Clio enables presenters to author
dynamic media behaviors through an RtP workflow using multi-
ple interaction methods including speech, midair gesture, tablet
and others. No existing work has explored the direct manipulation
of visual effects using multiple modes of input customized by the
presenter for real-time video communication. In addition, an in-
creasing number of prototype research systems exploring direct
manipulation in VCS are emerging, yet these systems have never
been formally studied to understand the benefits, challenges and
limits to their expressive capabilities.

3 FORMATIVE DESIGN STUDY
We conducted a formative design study with 8 participants to better
understand the use cases and mental models of presenters when
preparing and presenting with an immersive VC tool supporting
content colocation such as mmhmm or Cameo. We first conducted a
semi-structured interview with participants, after which they were
asked to select a prepared packet of visual media from 16 topics. Us-
ing their visual media packet, they were then asked to prepare and
present a presentation using a speaker and content colocation tool.
Media was prepared for the participants to reduce the workload for
presenters and normalize the conditions across participants. We
asked participants to think-aloud during the presentation prepara-
tion process, and asked them questions regarding specific choices
and preferences while they prepared. We conducted an exit inter-
view after participants presented. 4 participants self-identified as
women and 4 as men. All participants were deeply familiar with
slide tools for VC presentations and also familiar with at least one
immersive speaker/content colocation tool like mmhmm or Cameo.

3.1 Results and Discussion
Iteration: We found that, unlike conventional slide-based tool
authoring that requires the presenter to prepare all visual media
before presenting, participants continually added media as the pre-
sentation progressed. Preparation time was used more to select the
appropriate media they may need and create an ordering. Partici-
pants playfully experimented with switching backgrounds, incor-
porating media, and using different system features such as the
laser pointer. Playfulness and improvisation in presentation style
was consistent across the preparation and performance portion
of the study, where additional media was added on an as-needed
basis during the presentation. Participants noted that ordering their
media prior to presentation acted as a presentation outline, and not
a completely concrete formulation of the presentation. Tensions
emerged from the inability to display more than one image or piece
of text, as well as the limited manipulation afforded by the system.
“I kept blocking the stuff in my slide with my head. It would have
been more useful to move the text or other parts of my slide to other
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Table 1: Participant-suggested use cases with accompanying operations and interactions. Interaction refers to the input method
used by the participant during the pantomime and Operation refers to the behavior performed by the interaction.

Use Case Operations Interactions
p1 Portrait Portfolio

Consultation
arrange, select, open/close menu, group objects,
zoom 2D, highlight, laser pointer, dismiss, make
transparent, expand collection

Gesture, Voice

p2 Project Presentation arrange, select, open/close menu, dismiss, con-
jure, zoom 2D, laser pointer, next slide, previous
slide

Keyboard, Mouse,
Gesture

p3 Conference Q&A conjure, text display, annotate object, annotate
air, open/close menu, select, next slide, previous
slide

Keyboard, Mouse,
Voice

p4 Interactive Demo
Session

open/close menu, arrange, dismiss, rotate 3D,
zoom 2D, zoom 3D, highlight, select, activate

Keyboard, Gesture

p5 End-of-year Student
Presentation

open/close menu, highlight, dismiss, collapse
collection, group objects,dismiss, pull audience
content into screen, arrange, next slide, previous
slide

Gesture, Mouse

p6 TA Session arrange, conjure, zoom 2D, annotate object,
highlight, rotate 3D, dismiss, tangible proxy, se-
lect, next slide, previous slide

Tablet, Gesture,
Voice

p7 Vacation Photo
Presentation

annotate air, display text, arrange, trigger, dis-
miss, select, open/close menu, conjure, annotate
object, highlight, tangible proxy, create virtual
copy, group objects, next slide, previous slide,
poll/quiz, add shape, screen grab

Gesture

p8 ASL Tutorial and
Conversation

text display, conjure, track image (to gesture),
screen grab, next slide, previous slide

Keyboard, Gesture

parts of the screen” (P4). We probed into this, and found participants
conceptualized the text and visual media in their presentations as
individual elements that might coexist in a slide presentation. Ma-
nipulating and revealing these elements on command is a limitation
in flexibility in the current system.

Barriers Between Worlds: Presenters experimented with vari-
ous background images native to the system and those contained
in the media packets until the limits of presenter and environment
interaction was reached, revealing an invisible barrier between the
two worlds. When backgrounds were physical places and not static
images or color, they were regarded as spaces instead of objects.
P2, for example, used an image from the media packet of San Fran-
cisco as a virtual background, maneuvering around and interacting
with the background image as if it were a physical place in which
they were immersed. Similarly, P1 used a virtual background of
a coffee shop native to the system, and placed media from their
packet on the tables and walls as if they decorated the space. While
speaker and content colocation tools allow for the insertion of live
video into media content and vice-versa, it does not allow the two
worlds to interact. “The background changes are really fun. . . I wish I
could move [the objects in the background] around like I was really
there” (P4). The inability of participants to interact with their media
indicates a gap in immersion when using these systems.

Modalities: Some participants attempted to use different modes
of interaction while exploring the system during the presentation
preparation phase of the study. “I don’t see why I can’t get a robot

to change the slide for me when I say ‘next’” (P3). The tension be-
tween the presenter and media worlds was also evident in pain
points around tool usage in current systems. “I kept getting con-
fused. I thought [the laser pointing feature] was for drawing and was
confused when my pen marks wouldn’t stay on the screen. Would
love to draw on the screen using this tool and my iPad” (P3). Some
expressed a desire to use different modalities in conjunction with
each other in order to manipulate their content. “It could be like Star
Trek where we tell something to ‘zoom and enhance’ and it enlarges
[the image] automatically” (P1). Others noted that constraining the
mode of manipulation to the mouse posed key limitations. Partici-
pants also remarked that reliance on using the mouse as a primary
modality of control were limited. “You couldn’t use the cool stuff
on your phone. You’d have to have tiny fingers to drag things” (P1).
Employing multimodal direct manipulation while maintaining an
immersive approach could ease these tension, blending the world
of the presenter and their media together and approaching the rich
interactive potential evident in augmented and virtual reality.

4 FORMATIVE PANTOMIME STUDY
Understanding how to blend performer and media content is dif-
ficult for a variety of reasons, including the wide variety of dif-
ferent embodied interaction possible (e.g. voice, body pose, etc.)
and the lack of familiarity that many potential users have with
these machine-learning enabled tools. Furthermore, controlling a
system that uses a mixture of input modalities presents challenges
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because it is unclear which mode of interaction is appropriate for
controlling the authoring system. To better understand the need of
presenting content in immersive environments using multimodal
direct manipulation, we deployed a questionnaire and two-phase
semi-structured interview with pantomime study of potential user
presentation processes using a think-aloud methodology. The study
took place in two 30 minute sessions with 8 participants. 4 of our
participants self-identified as women and 4 as men. At the conclu-
sion of the first phase, participants were asked to think of a use
case where they might present something in an immersive envi-
ronment using direct manipulation. The second phase took place
on a separate day from the first, and participants were asked to
pantomime their use case twice using whatever input modality
they felt appropriate. Participants first pantomimed their use case
while thinking-aloud, describing their thought processes and what
they were trying to accomplish as they proceeded. During this
pantomime, participants were encouraged to use any method or
tool they deemed necessary to communicate their idea including
physical props. After completing their pantomime the first time,
participants were asked questions regarding their choices and ra-
tionale behind different choices and behaviors. Participants were
then asked to perform their pantomime again uninterrupted. Based
on our observations and their spoken explanations, we segmented
the data into individual interactions that were then analyzed along
several dimensions. This approach allowed us to compare the use of
gesture, voice, external devices, mouse and keyboard, and identify
common usage patterns.

4.1 Results
We refer to the media manipulation behaviors proposed by par-
ticipants, such as selecting, arranging, highlighting, and zooming
an element as operations; Figure 2 shows how many participants
suggested each operation. They also suggested a variety of input
methods, such as voice, gesture, and mouse, and we call these inter-
actions. A complete list of the use cases, interactions, and operations
evident in these pantomimes can be seen in Table 1. In interviews,
75% of participants indicated that they would prefer to watch a
30 minute presentation that used visible gestures, voice, or other
noticeable interactions versus hidden interactions like mouse and
keyboard or discreet static hand gestures. Similarly, 63% of par-
ticipants indicated that they would prefer to perform a 30 minute
presentation using visible interactions, and 38% of participants in-
dicated that they would like to both watch and perform this way.
This means that while many participants indicated they would
prefer to watch presentations using dynamic embodied interac-
tions interactions, they might prefer to give presentations using
discreet modalities such as mouse and keyboard or static gestures,
and vice-versa.

4.2 Design Considerations
Based on the above observations, we synthesize the following de-
sign considerations and goals to guide the developing a system to
support for semi-extemporaneous presentations in virtual environ-
ments. In the next section we describe a workflow extracted from
our formative interviews that supports these design considerations.

Table 2: Occurrences of specific operations presented by par-
ticipants during their use case in Phase 2 of the study

Operation Count Operation Count
GroupObjects 3 (38%) Expand Object Group 3 (38%)
Next Item 6 (75%) Previous Item 6 (75%)
Tangible Proxy 2 (25%) Create Virtual Copy 1 (13%)
Screen Grab 1 (13%) Push/Pull Content

from Chat
1 (13%)

Poll/Quiz 2 (25%) Laser Pointer 4 (50%)
Add Shape 2 (25%) Remove Shape 2 (25%)
Alter Shape 2 (25%) Composite Shape 2 (25%)
Rotate 3D 2 (25%) Make Transparent 2 (25%)
Activate/Trigger 4 (50%) Select 8 (100%)
Open Menu 6 (75%) Close Menu 6 (75%)
Highlight 5 (63%) Draw on Object 5 (63%)
Draw in Air 5 (63%) Arrange Objects 6 (75%)
Zoom 3D 2 (25%) Zoom 2D 6 (75%)
Dismiss 5 (63%) Conjure 6 (75%)

D1. Maintaining Immersion: To better nurture presenter in-
tuition for how the system will support their presentation, there
should be little difference between the interface in which content
is prepared and the interface in which it will be presented. Em-
bracing immersive authoring shifts the focus of the presenter from
preparing slides and media to the act of delivering the presentation.

D2. Experimentation with Different Interaction Methods:
Presenters should be able to experiment with various interaction
methods and tools as part of their preparation process. This could
alleviate the mistrust expressed by participants when using tools
and interaction methods with which they are not familiar. Sub-
sequently, a presenter should be able to rapidly switch between
interaction methods to experiment with as many as possible, as
well as to adapt their presentation to their current contextual needs.
A system that leverages the tools afforded by virtual environments
should integrate exploration and experimentation of interaction
methods as part of the presentation preparation process.

D3. Nonlinear Presentation Style: As discussed above, one
of the weaknesses of traditional virtual presentation tools is their
strict sequential nature, making improvisation and extemporizing
difficult. One of the benefits of systems that colocate the presenter
with their content is the flexibility to support playfulness and im-
provisation. A system designed to blend the worlds of presenters
and their content should support flexible modes of presentation to
enable a variety of presentation styles.

D4. Direct Manipulation: Finally, blurring the worlds of the
performer and their digital media requires direct manipulation of
content. Supporting a variety of methods to perform such manipu-
lations enables presenters to ensure modes of interaction are appro-
priate for specific presentation media, as well as present material
using means most intuitive to them.
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5 REHEARSAL-TO-PERFORMANCE
WORKFLOW

Speaker/content colocation with systems like mmhmm is one form
of immersion, which we extend to incorporate multimodal direct
manipulation. Based on the observations from our formative studies,
we conceived a workflow that addresses the participants’ needs and
describes a mental model exhibited by participants while authoring
and presenting immersive speaker/author colocation performances
during our formative studies. This rehearsal-to-performance model
replaces traditional approaches to presentation preparation with an
immersive authoring approach (D1) that supports direct manipula-
tion of media content (D4). Our model is based on a rehearsal phase
that supports presenters in iteratively preparing their presentations.
The key distinction between the RtP framework and conventional
workflows using slides presented within a VC to present content is
that that presentation media is authored using the same interface
with which it is presented. Performer behavior with the interface
changes between the rehearsal and performance phases, but the
interface itself does not. During the rehearsal phase, presenters
experiment with different interaction methods and operations to
identify which behavior mappings between operations and interac-
tion methods are appropriate for the context of their presentation
and appropriate for the media they are presenting (D2). During the
rehearsal phase, presenters can organize their media and experi-
ment with different behavior mappings using the mapping interface.
Once presenters feel sufficiently prepared, they shift to a perfor-
mance phase in which they use the outline as the architecture of
their presentation. Our workflow shifts the focus of presentation
authoring from content (e.g. slide) authoring to performance au-
thoring, which encourages presenters to focus on preparing the
talk itself instead of on the artifact of the talk. Since the presenta-
tion media is not bound to any sequential order in this workflow,
presenters can discuss their presentation material in any order they
may choose (D3) and add additional media or change any element
of their presentation as needed. Figure 2 shows this workflow.

5.1 Interaction Design Overview
A presenter begins by importing media, such as images, videos,
external web links, and graphs, into the system. After importing the
media, the presenter enters the rehearsal phase where they organize
their presentation (See Figure 1). The default behavior mapping
between operations and interaction methods lets the presenter use
a mouse to interact with their imported media. Clicking the menu
bar on the left side of the screen makes a tray containing thumbnails
of the uploaded media appear. This tray can be moved to any side
of the screen by clicking and dragging to the desired location. The
user can scroll through media in the open tray and choose to click
and drag entries onto the rest of the screen (D3). Here they can
perform any supported operation (Section 6.2) using the mouse and
keyboard as the controller.

If the presenter clicks the “begin mapping” button in the top
right hand corner of the screen, a menu appears that lets them
customize the mapping of operations to interactions (D2). After
modifying the mapping, the menu closes and the presenter can
freely experiment with their new mapping. This enables presenters
to quickly evaluate different interaction approaches and find the

Upload mediaUpload media Rehearse

Change
interaction

Experiment with
new interaction

Present!

Like it?

No

No

Yes

Yes

Ready?Use template
default

interactions

Incorporate
audience
feedback

Figure 2: Clio’s rehearsal-to-performance workflow derived
from the formative study.

behavior mapping between interactions and operations appropriate
for their performance. An overview of the mapping interface can
be seen in Figure 3.

6 CLIO SYSTEM DESIGN
To explore the feasibility of a RtF workflow, we created Clio, an
immersive authoring and presentation support tool for developing
and delivering semi-extemporaneous presentations in virtual envi-
ronments. Clio is prototyped using a proprietary research system
that allows HTML, CSS, and JavaScript code to be overlaid on top
of a camera video feed. Much like other VC augmentation systems
(e.g. mmhmmm), Clio can be fed directly into the video source
of commercial VC systems, using the built-in camera common to
contemporary commercial laptops, thus requiring minimal setup.
The main interface and logic is coded in Javascript that is rendered
in a Chromium browser embedded within the application inter-
face. We refer to the supported input techniques, including voice,
mouse, body pose and midair gesture control, as interactions, and
the resulting behaviors, such as arranging media and drawing on
screen, as operations. The user is able to create behavior mappings
that associate an interaction with an operation using a behavior
mapping menu.

6.1 Interactions
This section describes the interaction methods supported by our
system. We chose them because of their frequent occurrence within
our formative study.

Mouse, tablet touch, and keyboard: The mouse is the default
mode of interaction with our system since users from our formative
study reported the most comfort and familiarity with this interac-
tion. We also provide similar support for tablet touch interactions,
which behave similarly, using a finger or stylus. Keyboard interac-
tions can perform operations and provide text for operations that
need it.
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Figure 3: Clio’s behavior mapping system. (a) Presenter is
able to activatemappingmenu at anytime during rehearsal or
presentation. (b-1) Inside the menu, the presenter selects one
operation from the left side of the menu (b-2) the presenter
selects one interaction method from the right side of the
screen.

Voice: Presenters can perform specific operations (e.g. display-
ing text) using their voice. They can specify specific keywords that
will perform an operation. Two modes of performing operations
are supported, inline and stand-alone. Inline mode parses all de-
tected speech for keywords without requiring the speaker to pause.
It is more discrete since the presenter can weave keywords into
their presentation text and perform operations in a hidden manner.
The stand-alone method requires a break in verbal speech before
a keyword can be recognized and perform an operation. Switch-
ing between these two keyword modes can be done through the
mapping menu during rehearsal or presentation if needed.

Gesture:Midair gesture and body-driven interactions are also
supported by Clio. The underlying system provides hand-joint and
body-pose data based on the video feed. Our algorithm calculates
poses by sampling the positions of fifteen hand-joint angles and av-
eraging these time-series joint angle samples to retrieve the pose of
each finger. From here, each finger position is classified open, closed,
or bent. We define a hand gesture to be a collection of required
states for each finger. If each finger approximates the required state
associated with a specific gesture, that gesture is considered active.
Our initial implementation of Clio supports 18 static gestures fol-
lowing the example of previous studies which revealed that typical
midair gestures are comprised of two components; local properties
meaning how the hands are posed, and global properties, indicating
the location and movement direction of the palms [68]: closed fist,
open palm, index finger extended, middle finger extended, ring finger

Figure 4: State-based dynamic gesture detection system. (a)
Finger-joint angles used for hand pose detection. (b-1) We
detect one of eighteen static hand poses. (b-2) We then look
for sequences of static hand poses to detect the beginning
and ending of dynamic gestures. (c-1) First state gesture in
the sequence (closed fist). (c-2) Second state gesture in the
sequence (extended index finger).(d) User performs dynamic
gesture. (e) User ends the dynamic gesture by returning their
hand from the second state pose to the first state pose.

extended, thumb extended, pinkie extended, two-finger pinch, four
finger pinch, index and thumb pinch, index and middle extended,
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index middle and thumb extended, index and thumb extended, index
and pinkie extended, cupped hand (open), cupped hand (closed), index
middle and thumb bent. To enable dynamic gesture recognition,
we define a dynamic gesture to be a sequence of static gestures.
The static gestures must be made in a specific order to perform
the operation associated with the gesture. Once performing, the
operation remains active until the gesture sequence is repeated in
the opposite order. For example, the initial static gesture for ‘grab’ is
an open palm, the second static gestures is a closed fist. Performing
these in sequence performs the operation mapped to this gesture
by the user in the behavior mapping menu. To end the operation,
the user shifts their gesturing hand back to the open palm that
began the interaction sequence. Two-handed interactions are only
recognized by Clio when both hands are present and performing
the requisite gesture sequences.

6.2 Operations
Operations are the ways in which a presenter can manipulate their
presentation content using their chosen interactions. We support
nine operations, summarized below and described fully in Appen-
dix A (See Figure 5). We chose these because of their frequent
occurrence within our formative study as well as their prevalence
in existing literature [5].

• Arrange: enables the user to move virtual objects around the
screen

• Pan/Zoom: enables participant to enlarge or shrink a virtual
object

• Draw: supports annotation anywhere on the screen or on a
virtual object. Colors, brush size, and opacity can be changed

• Text Display: User specifies what text they would like to
display on the screen and where

• Highlight: Creates a glowing effect around a virtual effect
• Conjure: Makes a specific virtual object appear on the screen
• Dismiss: Makes a specific virtual object disappear
• Next: Cycles to the next virtual object in the media tray (a
more general approach to “next slide” in a traditional slide
presentation)

• Previous: Reverts to the previous virtual object in the me-
dia tray (a more general approach to “previous slide” in a
traditional slide presentation)

7 STUDY 1: VALIDATION OF FORMATIVE
STUDY USE CASES

To understand whether Clio effectively supports the immersive
authoring and multimodal direct manipulation needs expressed
by presenters in our formative study, we conducted a follow-up
investigation with some of our original participants. Five partici-
pants (p1, p2, p3, p5, p8) had pantomimed presentations that were
based on operations that we implemented in Clio; the other three
(p4, p6, p7) relied heavily on operations like 3D object rotation and
tangible proxies that we did not include in our first version. These
operations were only used by a few participants, and fully under-
standing their needs and uses requires a subsequent independent
investigation. Excluding these therefore will not affect our findings.
Each of the five invited participants used Clio to create and per-
form an actual presentation that closely resembled their original

pantomimed presentation. We gathered statistics on their activities
and conducted a post-task interview that included both Likert scale
and open-ended questions. Our Likert questions used a scale of 1 to
5 with “1” signifying “not at all” and “5” indicating “very much so”.

Results and Discussion: All participants were able to present
their use case with Clio. Presentations on average took 2.42 min-
utes (SD = 0.55) and required an average preparation time of 24.32
minutes (SD = 2.52). This time includes a tutorial session to familiar-
ize participants with the system, as well as time for the participants
to experiment with the various capabilities of Clio. Overall, partici-
pants found the system easy to use (Q:B.4.17 “It was easy preparing
and giving virtual presentations using the prototype” AVG = 4.67
SD = 0.33), intuitive (Q:B.4.19 “It was intuitive to prepare and give
my presentation using the prototype” AVG = 4.33 SD = 0.64), and
capable of supporting the use case conceived during the formative
study (Q:B.4.31 “My presentation closely resembled my pantomime
during the previous phase of the study” AVG = 4.25 SD = 0.96).
“It’s so fun! I can imagine ways this could be used for art as well as
presentations. It’s so playful” (p1). A full list of questions asked can
be seen in Appendix B.4.

Commonalities in behavior mappings and interaction prefer-
ences were evident among presentations with similar contexts and
levels of formality. For example, p2 and p5 both involved presen-
tations in professional environments with more structured pre-
sentation requirements, and subsequently used more traditional
keyboard/mouse behavior mappings. P1 and P8, however, presented
use cases that were more informal and playful, and thus embraced
more overt behavior mappings such as arranging using midair
hand gestures and pan/zooming using the custom keyword “en-
large”. Most participants used behavior mappings similar to those
presented using pantomime during the formative study. P3 also pre-
sented a formal use case (conference Q&A) and pantomimed mostly
mouse/keyboard behaviors during the formative study. However,
while using Clio, P3 deviated from their original pantomime, and
used hand gestures discreetly to switch presented media. When
asked about this change, P3 explained that they were comfortable
using hand gestures for small interactions, and that using these ges-
tures instead of the mouse would allow them to potentially move
around their physical space while presenting. While most of the
use cases suggested by our participants were conceptualized as
remote VC presentations, p3’s adaptation suggests that the bene-
fits of immersive multimodal mapping could transfer to in-person
presentation contexts.

Three participants (p2, p3, p5) noted that the system caused them
to rethink their presentation approach. “I had to rethink my presen-
tation a bit since the system works different than PowerPoint. You can
go in order but you can also deviate and that has me rethinking my
talk from the ground up” (p2). Furthermore, participants expressed
curiosity about what it would be like to compose a presentation
knowing the capabilities and workflow of Clio ahead of time, as
opposed to implementing a previously-conceived use case. For this
purpose, we performed a second user study to examine how users
prepare new presentations.
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Figure 5: Operations Supported by Clio. (a1) Arrange: the user places their hand over the image and creates the Arrange gesture.
(a2) the user moves the image to the desired location and stops making the Arrange gesture to place the image in the desired area.
(b1) Pan/Zoom: the user places both hands over the image and makes the Pan/Zoom gesture. (b2) the user moves their hands
away from each other to enlarge the image. (c1) Draw: the user makes the draw gesture by raising their index finger. (c2) The
user draws on the screen with their index finger. (d) Display Text: the user makes the Display Text gesture (raises two fingers)
and speaks to display their spoken words as text on screen. (e1) Conjure: The user makes the Conjure gesture (e2) Images
appear on screen where Conjure gesture was initiated. (f1) Dismiss: The user makes a dismiss gesture. (f2) Image disappears
when user makes Dismiss gesture over visible image. (g) Highlight: similar to draw gesture, the user makes the highlight
gesture (three fingers) to draw highlights on the screen text. (h1) Next/Previous: the user makes the Next or Previous gesture
(thumb right and thumb left respectively) to hide all presently visible media and text and move to the “next” or “previous”
image in the media library, similar to moving to the “next” or “previous” slide in a slide presentation.

8 STUDY 2: NATIVE IMMERSIVE
DIRECT-MANIPULATION PRESENTATIONS

To understand how immersive authoring and multimodal direct
manipulation enabled by Clio affects computer-mediated com-
munication, preparation, and presentation for both audiences and
presenters, we designed a 3 participant group study methodology.
These groups comprised the presenters, the audience, and an exter-
nal group of commentators. Our study sought to understand how
an immersive authoring approach affects presentation preparation
and performance, how different modalities used in presentations
are received by audiences, does an RtP workflow develop trust be-
tween user andmachine, and how is the presentation of information
different using direct manipulation?

8.1 Participants and Task
Our study comprised 6 presenters who prepared and gave presen-
tations, 12 audience members who watched the presentations, and
5 external commentators who observed the presenters and audi-
ence members. Of the 6 presenters, 2 identified as women and 4
as men, and ranged in age from 28–44 with an average of 32. Of
the 12 audience members, 7 identified as women and 5 as men, and
ranged in age from 24–61, with an average of 35. Of the 5 external

commentators, 3 identified as women and 2 as men, and ranged in
age from 26–62 with an average of 44. All participants had prior
experience with virtual presentations; 78% indicated that this expe-
rience was largely with slideshows shared over Zoom, Google Meet,
or Microsoft Teams. Additionally, all had experience giving virtual
presentations with the exception of one member of the audience
group. One member of the audience had previous experience using
voice and gestures to interact with virtual presentations through
their art-making practice.

8.1.1 Presenters. All presenters were presented with ten potential
presentation topics to choose from similar to the prepared media
packets used in our formative study (See Section 3.1). After select-
ing their presentation topic they were given a collection of media
that they could use use in a presentation on their topic. No topic
was chosen more than once. Presenters were then introduced to
Clio and given a brief tutorial on Clio’s use. Following this tutorial,
presenters were then left alone to rehearse with Clio, changing
interaction/operation mappings and experimenting with their as-
signed media packet. Once all presenters were adequately prepared,
our virtual audience was brought in to watch the presentations.
Each presenter took a turn presenting their rehearsed presentation
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using Clio to the live virtual audience. After all presenters had com-
pleted their presentations, they were given an exit questionnaire
containing free response and Likert scale questions to probed their
experience presenting with the prototype, as well as the overall
rehearsal-to-performance workflow.

8.1.2 Audience. Audience members were gathered on Microsoft
Teams towatch the virtual presentations. After watching each of the
presentations, audience members were given an exit questionnaire
with free response and Likert scale questions to examine their
experience watching the virtual presentations. Both the virtual
presentations and the audience gallery was recorded during the
live presentations.

8.1.3 Commentators. After the live virtual presentations were com-
pleted, the recordings of the audience gallery and presentations
were shown to 5 commentators. We asked these commentators to
make observations about the audience and overall impression of
the live presentations using a questionnaire.

9 RESULTS
All 6 presenters were able to successfully complete the rehearsal
and performance sessions. On average, participants required 31.06
(SD=1.45) minutes to complete the tutorial and rehearsal process
for their presentations, which ran 2.52 (SD=.34) minutes on average.
Much of this time was spent familiarizing the presenter with the
system, as well as allowing the presenter to explore and experiment
with as many mappings as they wanted.

9.1 General Impressions and Usability
Presenters indicated that they liked giving their presentation using
Clio (AVG=4.67 SD=0.49) and that they would like to experiment
giving their talks using different interaction mappings. “I feel like I
played it safe and really would have wanted to use voice or gesture or
something more flashy. . . I think it would be better at keeping people’s
attention” (pr5). All presenters indicated that they would rather
watch a presentation using Clio than traditional presentation tools
(AVG=5.00 SD=0.0). Presenters overall agreed that Clio was easy
to use (AVG=4.33, SD=0.67), intuitive (AVG=4.67, SD=0.33), and fun
(AVG=5.0, SD=0.0). Audience members were generally excited by
the promise of Clio as a presentation system. “I was intrigued by
the use of different presenting tools. . . It was interesting to see as an
audience part of what the presenter was seeing—almost felt like an
interesting two-way mirror [where we were] ‘in the room’ with the
presenter” (a3). Overall, the audience indicated that they enjoyed
watching presentations using Clio (AVG=4.75, SD=0.25), felt gener-
ally engaged (Avg=4.66, SD=0.47), and would rather watch a virtual
presentation using Clio than using traditional presentation tools
(AVG=4.66, SD=0.33). While audience members indicated that they
had noticed gesture and voice interactions, none had noticed the
mouse or tablet being used. Preference was given to inline speech
interactions vs stand-alone interactions due to the pause required
for the latter to function properly being “distracting” (a12). Similar
to remarks made by the presenters, audiences indicated that they
felt more engaged because the presentation had a more conversa-
tional feel, and thus they were more inclined to ask questions and
interact with the speaker (AVG=4.33, SD=0.96). “It feels like it’s more

natural to have moments where questions can come up organically
and the presenter and audience don’t feel like they’re interrupting each
other” (a2). Commentators agreed that the audience was engaged
(AVG=4.75, SD=0.2) and the presentations were more engaging than
traditional presentations (AVG=5.00, SD=0.0). As the presentations
progressed, more virtual items were moved onto the screen by the
presenter. A few times during the presentations, the images on the
screen occluded the presenter’s face from the audience, or images
consumed the majority of the screen. “[the audience] start looking
off. Checking their phones. They lose interest when there’s too many
things on the screen” (c5). Commentators also noted that the gesture
interaction seemed to garner the most attention, followed by voice.
However, commentators observed that the engagement produced
by voice seemed to wane over the course of the presentations. “The
excitement wears off. . . it feels like a natural part of the presentation.”
(c5). Similar to the audience response above, commentators also
did not notice the mouse or tablet being used. Additionally, speech
interactions using the inline method discussed in section 5.1 also
went unnoticed. When asked about this commentators responded
“Sometimes I could follow the person’s hands and I knew what was
about to happen but sometimes things just moved and I had no idea
how. . . it seemed like magic” (c1). Full results of Likert study can be
seen in Figure 6.

Modality Preferences All interaction methods and operations
were used at least once across the 6 presenters and all participants
used at least one gesture and one voice interaction. Participants
reported that they experimented with at least 3 interaction methods
during their rehearsal period, and ultimately gravitated towards
using one more predominantly than the others. All presenters ex-
perimented with gesture and mouse, while half experimented with
speech. 50% of presenters reported that their overall favorite in-
teraction method was midair gestures, 33% favored speech, and
17% preferred the mouse. Similar to Study 1, we observed a correla-
tion between content formality, presentation style, and behavior
mappings. For example, p3 presented “architecture” and employed
a more formal style and conventional behavior mappings using
mouse and keyboard. Compare this to p2 who presented “weird
trees”, employing mostly voice and overt gesture behaviors. Indi-
vidual preferences for specific interaction methods varied based
on presenter choice of mappings. “Controlling the presentation with
speech and gestures made the presentation feel more ‘in person’ than
the zoom presentation + head screen” (pr2). While presenters on
average suggested they would rather deliver a virtual presenta-
tion using the prototype than with traditional presentation tools
(AVG=4.0, SD=0.49 ) they also indicated that different mappings
were appropriate for different presentation contexts. “For something
that has to be tightly scripted (time limit, etc.) doing prerecorded
video or doing a slide deck with built-in animations would probably
be preferable to having the presenter need to move things around”
(pr1).

9.2 Comparison to Existing Tools
Here we outline presenter and audience feedback comparing ex-
isting commercial tools with Clio. Participants were asked before
and after presentations about their familiarity and experiences us-
ing various platforms. Since all participants (audience, presenters,
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Figure 6: Average Likert Results from Validation Study for Presenters (PR) and Audiences (A) on a 5 point scale where 5 indicates
“very much so” and 1 indicates “not at all”. Axis labels reflect components of Clio. Color and size of bar indicates average Likert
score reported for each dimension evaluated (See Legend)

and commentators) had significant familiarity with one or more
commercial VC tool, participants were asked to directly compare
their previous experience with these tools to Clio (See Appendix
B.1 q6–25, B.2 q23,27, B.3 q3, 28, B.4 q3, 28, B.5 q5–11).

9.2.1 Slideshow w/VC:. All audience and presenters were familiar
with traditional VC tools as well as slideshow presentation software
used in combination to present graphics and media content. Several
key pain points and distinctions were outlined by participants.
“Changing the slides can be clumsy [I have] to say “next slide” on
zoom” (a10). The participant references a context where the person
presenting in a VC session is not the same person controlling the
slides, or does not have their permissions correctly configured to
present their material, and thus must rely on someone else to do
so. Since Clio feeds directly into the video stream of commercial
VC’s, it is possible for Clio to alleviate this pain point by enabling
the presenter to change visual media using gestures or other non-
vocal modalities similar to how they would change slides. Similar
sentiments that sharing the screen and changing slides is clunky

was a common theme among both audience and presenters (a1–3,
a5–11, p1–4, p6). These participants noted that using voice and
gestures allowed them to change media content without touching
their computer, potentially alleviating transition clunkiness, and
could eliminate needing conference hosts to change slides for them.
Additionally, presenters p2–4, and p6 noted that this could allow
them to move about the room and still control the media displayed
on the screen, untethered to their computers. Others (a1–2, a4–9,
a12, p1–2, p5) also expressed that slideshows often made it feel as
if there “was no energy in the room” (a4) or that there was “some
kind of disconnect between the person talking and everyone else”
(a9). Participants noted that colocating speakers with presentation
content increased “feeling the presence of the speaker in the meeting
room. . . I felt like I couldn’t check my email or twitter” (a2). This result
corroborates existing literature on the attention effect of inserting
live video feeds into slideshow content [14], demonstrating that
live video feeds support increased attention when colocated with
presentation media.
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9.2.2 Speaker and Content Colocation: Those familiar (a1, a3–5,
a9–10, p1, p3, p5–6) with VC platforms that allowed live video
footage of the speaker to be inserted into the presentation (e.g.
Cameo, mmhmm, etc.) expressed the limitations of engagement
resulting from colocation of presenter with content, noting that “it
feels static. . . [there is] some kind of disconnect between the person
talking and the rest of the stuff on the screen” (a1). Customizable
manipulation using voice and gesture mitigates the gap between
presenter and content by providing a bodily connection between
performer and media behavior. “Controlling the images and text
with speech and gestures made the presentation feel more ‘in person’
that the zoom presentation plus head screen. It was very interactive.”
(p2). All presenters echoed this sentiment, noting that manipulat-
ing with their media using different techniques created a stronger
sense of agency over their presentation. “My past virtual presenta-
tions were not as dynamic. This type of virtual presentation allowed
for a lot of movement and left the door open to improvisation. With
audience feedback you could be more fluid with what material you
wanted to highlight and what material you could leave to the side.”
(p3). Colocation of presenters with their media resulted in a more
playful environment, enabling a looser presentation style that could
encourage improvisation. Audience members (a1, a3–5, a9–10) high-
lighted an increased sense of presenter “presence in the room. . . [the
presenter] moved stuff around the screen like they could move [physi-
cal] things around in a real room” (a10). This relationship between
agency over digital objects and the resulting verisimilitude of vir-
tual reality environments is evident in prior literature [25, 30, 52].
While some research suggests that multimodal manipulation of
objects enables users to interact with media in the manner most
suited to their needs and abilities, little work has documented the
impact multimodal manipulation has on the believability of a VC
environment.

9.2.3 Nonlinear and Brainstorming: (2 presenters and 4 audience
members) Some presenters and audience members (p1, p3, a3–5,
a12) were familiar with nonlinear brainstorming tools such as Miro
and Whiteboard, and noted how often brainstorming occurred dur-
ing VC discussion while simultaneously using these tools. Some (a4,
a5) suggested that during such brainstorming co-design sessions,
Clio could be “Easier to be more responsive to [the] audience without
disrupting flow” (a4) and thus could support brainstorming and
nonlinear tasks where a single person can facilitate the session.
Others (a3, a12) were more interested in the multiuser aspect of
these nonlinear systems, and suggested that developing methods
for allowing multiuser interaction (e.g. Miro) would be an exciting
direction for the Clio, and necessary for supporting brainstorming,
mindmapping, and other nonlinear tasks. Both presenters, however,
envisioned using Clio alongside existing nonlinear systems: “my
dream is to use this with Miro (which I use a lot at work) to teleport
me to different parts of the board by voice and use gestures to navigate
rather than mouse when presenting or facilitating a workshop” (p1).

10 DISCUSSION
By employing multiple modes of direct manipulation, presenters
blurred the barrier between themselves and their content and trans-
formed static images into interactive characters and responsive
environments. Some presenters used voice interaction to summon,

move, and dismiss specific images from their packets, which they
named and interacted with as if they were characters. Gesture in-
teractions were also used to move and interact with these images,
creating small, playful scenes between presenter and characters.
”I loved the dogs! They each had a unique personality and relation-
ship with [the presenter]. Reminds me of playing with my dogs at
home” (a2). All audience members regarded characters animated
using Clio as participants in the scene. Perceiving static images as
characters interacting with the presenter suggests that the barrier
between performer and content is sufficiently blurred. Other pre-
senters held two images at a time, and made them speak to each
other as if they were hand puppets. One presenter enlarged an
image of a tree, and drew plans for an imaginary tree house to be
built on top. ”I kept forgetting that [the presenters] weren’t actually
holding [physical objects] and that they were just moving images
around the screen with their hands. It fooled me!” (a4). These perfor-
mances suggest that not only employing bodily direct manipulation
blends the gap between presenter and content, but maintains an
immersion seamless enough to author interactive skits with digital
images.

Audience members remarked that using gestures resulted in
more motion being evident during the presentation and this helped
keep their attention. “It was different [than traditional virtual pre-
sentations] because you weren’t looking at a still image with text.
There’s a person there with you moving things around so you pay
attention. It’s cool.” (a4). Presenters indicated that they were skepti-
cal of using interaction techniques that they were unfamiliar with
before rehearsing (AVG=4.33, SD=0.33), but that they were much
more trusting of these interaction methods afterwards (AVG=4.33,
SD=0.67). Part of the reason was that participants felt a greater
rapport with the system due to the rehearsal process (AVG=4.67,
SD=0.47) and being able to quickly view the interaction mappings
they had created during rehearsal (AVG=4.67, SD=0.49). “I thought
that this was pretty vital. Knowing where to stand and what distances
were relevant were important. I think in general it’s valuable to make
practice as close as possible to performance.” (pr2).

User/Data Colocation and Screen Occupancy. Audience
members suggested that they were more engaged with the vir-
tual presentation using Clio, partially because they could see the
speaker better than in traditional virtual presentations (AVG=4.4
SD=0.64) “It made the presentation more personalized and allowed
me to follow what they were saying. Since they could gesture to the
images rather than the images occupying the whole screen meant that
I could better associate what they were saying with what I was seeing.
Versus having to just use my brain to read words on a screen and not
being able to listen to the speaker simultaneously” (a9). Presenters re-
ported that their attention felt ‘split’ (pr6) as more images, text, and
annotation were added to the screen. “I could really only manage
three images on the screen at a time. More than that I started feeling
overwhelmed and had trouble grabbing a specific image [using ges-
tures].” (p2). Interestingly, this sentiment was echoed by presenters
who primarily used the mouse as opposed to gestures to manipulate
objects on the screen. This suggests that interaction method and
mapping are not the main factor contributing to the burden caused
by screen occupancy. Despite this, all participants still felt more
“connected” (pr5) to their media due to being colocated with it. “I
could indicated specific parts of the image using my body, or even
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reference common items between two images simultaneously. It was
easy and really neat.” (pr3).

Improvisation vs Linear Planning. After the rehearsal, all
presenters remarked how they felt Clio lent itself to a more impro-
vised mode of speaking. “It felt less formal, like I was rehearsing how
I wanted to walk through my content and ideas and less about struc-
turing presentation materials. I was improvising with support from
the software” (pr1). This sentiment carried through the rehearsal
into the performance as well. “[It] felt more like a conversation in
some ways with the audience (even though I only asked one question)—
also a bit more like a performance” (p1). While all presenters could
prepare as much as they liked during the rehearsal phase, each
indicated that they improvised during their presentations more
than anticipated (AVG=4.67, SD=0.33). Presenters reported that this
allowed them to follow live feedback and the general mood of the
audience to direct their content or even alter their mapping. “I also
felt more freedom to change what I was doing as I went along instead
of just reading prepared materials” (pr3).

A Living Document. One pivotal difference between tradi-
tional presentations and Clio is the nature of the final artifact. This
was noted by presenters, audience and commentators. “You’re not
making slides, which is usually what I focus on when preparing a
talk. Instead you’re focusing on the presentation and performance.
It’s not static and can evolve over time. It’s a living document” (pr2).
Many participants (pr1–3, pr5, a1–a6, a9, c1, c3) noted Clio made a
similar difference in the final product. “Now that I’ve seen this, slides
seem more like notes that you can give someone. This is different. . . it’s
a performance and a presentation. It’s alive” (c3). Clio does not pro-
duce a final artifact such as slides that could be given to people for
review, but a recording of the talk could be distributed. The semi-
ephemeral nature of the final artifact produced by Clio parallels
the ephemeral nature of semi-extemporaneous presentations given
that both are meant to be experienced in the present moment.

Principal Modality In Section 6 we noted that similar oper-
ations were grouped together into the “arrange” operation, and
that the interactions used in the mapping process change to match
the interactions used to operate the authoring menu. Similarly, we
consistently mapped the interaction mapped to the “text display”
operation to manipulate text-based manipulations of the authoring
menu (e.g. inputting keywords for voice operations). None of the
participants commented or even seemed to notice this, suggest-
ing that this adaptation created a transparent, natural authoring
experience. Design of future multimodal systems should consider
this collection of operations as a “principal modality”, meaning
that the interaction mapped to these operation is performed by
users to control the authoring interface itself. Consistency in map-
ping of the interaction associated with “arrange” and “text display”
with the interaction used to operate appropriate elements of the
authoring menu maintains immersion in the authoring environ-
ment. Future systems incorporating mixed modes of input should
consider consistently mapping these operations.

11 LIMITATIONS AND FUTUREWORK
Scalability of Presentation Style. While we did not explicitly
give a time limit for our presentations, participants still opted to

give shorter presentations. We collected speculative audience feed-
back regarding preferences for presentation style if presentations
were longer, but knowing exactly how Cliowould be used if presen-
tations were scaled to long format is outside the scope of this initial
investigation. Understanding how the RtF framework and direct
manipulation immersive authoring would affect communication in
longer format presentation is an ample avenue for further work.

Novelty Effects.While participants in our studies were gener-
ally enthusiastic about the potential for incorporating direct ma-
nipulation of media into VC communication, the benefits and pref-
erences expressed during the study may change over long-term use
of the system. It’s difficult to disentangle how much enthusiasm
expressed by participants is accounted by system benefits, and how
much is a product of novelty effects. While the findings expressed
in this work serve as a foundation for guiding the design of future
direct-manipulation VC systems, studying the long-term effects of
incorporating such a system into long-term practice remains the
subject of future work. One way to approach questions of novelty
effects is to deploy a longitudinal study, comparing how behavior
and attitudes toward direction manipulation in VC systems shifts
with extended use. Conducting such a study would be an ample
subject for further research into direct-manipulation VC systems.

Direct Comparison Study. Since all participants in our valida-
tion studies had significant prior experience with slide-based VC
presentations, we did not perform a direct comparison between
Clio and traditional slide VC presentations. Our study instead re-
lied on participants prior experiences with traditional slide-based
VC presentations to compare with their experience using Clio.
While this approach was sufficient for the purposes of this work
and mitigated the demands placed upon our participants, a direct
comparison study could yield additional insights into the differ-
ences between these two presentation styles. Conducting such a
study is a topic for future investigation into VC system design.

Expanded Operation Vocabulary. As mentioned in Section 6,
we only supported the most commonly cited operations elicited dur-
ing our formative study. Subsequently, we were not able to revisit
all of our participants from the formative study in our validation
study. Many of these suggested operations are so rich that they
would require their own study to completely explore. Proposed
operations included 3D manipulation using voice and gesture and
augmenting physical objects with virtual media (e.g. superimposing
a virtual photograph over a blank index card). One approach could
be to expand the current workflow proposed in this paper. However,
tangible and shape changing interfaces present another potential
approach to supporting these embodied interactions which encour-
ages creativity and playfulness [16]. Future work will explore these
avenues and how they interface with our proposed rehearsal-to-
performance workflow.

Applications Beyond Presentations. Participants suggested
a variety of use cases beyond semi-extemporaneous virtual pre-
sentations for employing a system similar to Clio. “[It] felt like it
would be super useful when navigating nonlinear media, like a Miro
board, or while reviewing something where people will have questions
and might need to jump back to something that was discussed ear-
lier” (pr1). Other suggested applications included drawing lessons,
remote art studio sessions, virtual classrooms for children, remote
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litigation proceedings (depositions, trials, etc.), client pitches, sto-
ryboard and design brainstorming, musicians and composer collab-
oration or performance, ASL interpretation, and chatting on social
media. Of the future applications suggested by our presenters, audi-
ence, and commentators, education (87%) and creative applications
(82%) were by far the most commonly suggested.

Artifact Production. It was noted by our participants that sys-
tems such as Clio produce a ’living document’ which focuses the
performer’s attention on the presentation itself, instead of the arti-
fact of the production (e.g. slides and written material). While this
may be preferable in some contexts, certain use-cases necessitate
the production of detailed content, visuals, written materials, or
other artifacts to help audience members better understand the
topic. For example, students may want a copy of slide material from
a class lecture to use in studying. One approach to alleviating this
concern is to incorporate artifact production into direct manipula-
tion VC systems. For example, systems such as Clio could produce
video content, or transcripts of the presentation to be reviewed by
audience members at a later time. Other artifacts such as drawings
or notes displayed as on-screen text during a performance could be
made available after a performance has concluded. Some of these
features are included as accessibility tools in commercial VC sys-
tems [47]. Transcripts and post-session recordings are available
in Teams, for example, as accessibility feature to help improve ac-
cess to VC sessions to people who are d/Deaf or hard of hearing.
Future work in this domain could explore how artifacts can be
generated during performances to increase the accessibility and
interoperability of session topics.

Accessibility. This paper explored the potential benefits of
direct-manipulation in VC systems for able-bodied people, butmany
open questions remain regarding how a system like Clio would
scale to users with different abilities. Gesture control, for example,
could be difficult to perform for a person with motor difficulties, but
speech control may be easier, and enable more expressive control
of VC systems than mouse and keyboard. Similarly, understanding
and placing visual media onscreen presents unique challenges for
a person who is blind or visually impaired, but voice commands
may be augmented to enable accessible direct manipulation, or
wearable devices such as smartwatches could be employed to pro-
vide haptic feedback. Some prior work in this domain is evident in
the literature, but a dedicated study and system design is absent
[18, 19, 45, 47] How people with different abilities and preferences
navigate a direct manipulation system such as Clio is an ample
and complicated topic demanding a unique investigation to fully
understand. We intend to perform a follow-up investigation to this
work exploring how direct manipulation of VC media may be en-
abled by incorporating multi-modality, and how these tools affect
the accessibility of VC communication.

12 CONCLUSION
Reimagining remote presentations to take advantage of immersive
and directly manipulable environments requires us to rethink not
only how we give presentations, but what a presentation should be.
Adapting traditional tools like slides for virtual presentations results
in a mental model where the artifact of the talk (slides) is the pri-
mary focus of preparation, instead of communicating ideas through

speech. As demonstrated in our user study, Clio supports creating a
‘living document’ that centers communication and connection with
the audience, as opposed to producing an artifact. We also observed
that the playfulness of Clio helped to support extemporization
because playfulness leaves room for error without sacrificing au-
dience engagement. This playfulness is partially made possible by
leveraging the multimodal capabilities of virtual environments such
as machine-learning approaches to gesture and body-pose tracking,
as well as voice commands. We also observed that direct manip-
ulation created an immersion so seamless, it enabled presenters
to interact with static images using voice and gestures as if they
were animated characters. Our rehearsal-to-performance workflow
suggests a new approach to presentation authoring and style of
presentation deliverance that we believe will inspire future VC
environment development.
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Zoom 2D: presenter is able to enlarge or shrink a 2D virtual
object such as an image or text.

Laser Pointer: presenter is able to indicate various sections of
virtual objects using a small dot which they control, similar using
a laser pointer to indicate areas of interest on slides.

Expand Collection: presenter is able to expand a collection
of objects away from each other to make them easier to view and
manipulate.

Group Objects: presenter is able to cluster or group objects
together to clean up the viewspace and make the collection easier
to move.

Highlight: presenter is able to draw transparent colored anno-
tations over a selected area to draw attention to it.

Annotate Object: presenter is able to draw on an object and
have the resulting drawing track with that virtual object.

Annotation Air: presenter is able to annotate the viewspace
itself.

Dismiss: presenter is able to remove virtual objects from the
viewspace.

Conjure: presenter is able to make virtual objects appear within
the viewspace.

Arrange: presenter is able to move, sort, and manipulate virtual
objects around the viewspace.

***
The following operations were pantomimed during the second

phase of our formative study but were not implemented:
Push/Pull Content from Chat: presenter is able to drag web

links, text, or visual media into the viewspace or push media from
the viewspace into the chatbox.

Poll/Quiz: presenter is able to generate and present a quiz for
the audience to complete. Results can be displayed and manipulated
on screen.

Add Shape: presenter is able to select from a variety of shape
primitives such as circles, arrows, and others to appear onscreen.

Screen Grab: presenter is able to capture a section of the screen
in an image and then use this image in their viewspace like any
other visual media.

Create Virtual Copy: presenter is able to make virtual copies
of virtual objects onscreen.

Tangible Proxy: presenter is able to use physical objects in
their environment as targets for mapping images, animations, and
behaviors. For example, a presenter may use index cards from their
physical environment and map images to them. Thus, when they
hold the index cards up to the screen, it appears as if they are
holding the mapped image.

Make Transparent: presenter is able to lower the opacity of a
virtual object.

Rotate (3D): presenter is able to rotate 3D assets in the views-
pace.

Zoom 3D: presenter is able to enlarge or shrink a 3D virtual
object.

B APPENDIX: QUESTIONNAIRES
Below we include the questionnaires used in our study to collect
our qualitative and Likert results.

B.1 Demographics
Making on Your Feet Questionnaire 1 : Demographics

The purpose of this questionnaire is to gather demographic in-
formation and prior experience with virtual presentations as part
of a larger study. “Virtual presentations” includes any variety of
computer communication platforms including Zoommeetings with
slides, YouTube videos, or social media live-streaming.

1. Would you like to be contacted about future studies related to
novel interfaces?

2. What is your participant number? Ask our research team if
you do not know

3. What is your age?
4. What is your gender identity?
5. What is your occupation? Do you have any disabilities that

you’d like to disclose or request for accommodation?
If you answered “yes” above, how might we accommodate you

in this study?
Experience with Virtual Presentations
“Virtual presentations” includes any variety of computer commu-

nication platforms including Zoom meetings with slides, YouTube
videos, or social media live-streaming.

6. Do you have prior experience either watching virtual presen-
tations? (virtual presentations include slide shows such as Power
Point on telepresence software such as Zoom, video lectures on
platforms such as YouTube, or similar media)

7. If so, think of one recent example. Could you describe how
the presentation was delivered? What software, media, etc.

Do you have prior experience either giving virtual presentations?
(virtual presentations include slide shows such as Power Point on
telepresence software such as Zoom, video lectures on platforms
such as YouTube, or similar media)

8. If so, think of one recent example. Could you describe how
the presentation was delivered? What software, media, etc.

9. What are the strengths of this presentation style?
10. What are the weaknesses of this presentation style?
11. Have you ever watched a virtual presentation that was some-

what improvised? If so, please explain
12. Have you ever given a virtual presentation that was somewhat

improvised? If so, please explain
13. Do you have any experience using or witnessing presenta-

tions involving gesture recognition, voice activation, or computer-
aided visual augmentation? If so, please explain your experience
Would you be comfortable using non-mouse and keyboard driven
interactions for presentations? Please explain your answer.

Virtual Presentations—Likert Scale
Please rate the following on a scale of 1 to 5 with 1 meaning “not

at all” and 5 meaning “very much so”. If you have no experience
with the questions material or are unsure, please leave the question
blank.

“Virtual presentations” includes any variety of computer commu-
nication platforms including Zoom meetings with slides, YouTube
videos, or social media live-streaming.

14. It is time consuming to prepare virtual presentations (“Virtual
presentations” includes any variety of computer communication
platforms including Zoom meetings with slides, YouTube videos,
or social media live-streaming. )
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15. It is difficult to prepare virtual presentations
16. I prefer watching virtual presentations with more images

than text
17. I prefer delivering virtual presentations with more images

than text
18. I am generally engaged when watching virtual presentations
19. I am more engaged watching virtual presentations in which

I can see the speaker
20. When giving virtual presentations, it is easy for me to answer

questions using my prepared content (slides etc.)
21. When giving virtual presentations, it is easy for me to an-

swer questions mid-way through the presentation, or encourage
interactivity with the audience

22. I feel compelled to ask questions or interact with the speaker
when viewing a virtual presentation

23. I often interact or often see highly interactive virtual presen-
tations

24. I like giving virtual presentations using traditional tools
25. I like watching virtual presentations using traditional tools
Closing thoughts
26. Is there anything further you would like to tell us about

virtual presentations or any of the topics mentioned in the questions
above?

B.2 Audience Post-Performance
Making on Your Feet Questionnaire 3 : Audience Post-Performance

The purpose of this questionnaire is to gather feedback regarding
the performance of semi-extemporaneous presentations using a
prototype creativity support tool.

Audience Impressions of Presentation
1. Please give an overall impression of the presentations you saw

today
2. Were you engaged during the presentations? What factors

contributed to your engagement?
3. Please comment on what you liked about this presentation

style?
4. Please comment on what you did not like about this presenta-

tion style?
5. Please comment on how seeing the presenter co-located with

their media affected the presentation
6. Were there certain interaction techniques you wanted to see

used more? (interaction techniques include gesture, speech, mouse,
etc.)

7. Were there certain interaction techniques you wanted to see
used less?

8. Would you rather watch a long (30 minute) presentation using
traditional virtual presentation tools (such as powerpoint on Zoom)
or the prototype? Why?

9. What use-cases could you see this style of presentation being
useful for?

10. Could you imagine ways in which this prototype could be
useful for live presentations? Why or why not?

11. Were some presentations better than others? If so, what
elements made some presentations better than others?

12. Were any interaction techniques overwhelming or corny? If
so, which?

13. Do you think some interaction techniques would be better
suited for some presentation contexts than others? If so, please
explain

14. Would you want to give a presentation using this prototype?
Why or why not

Likert Scale Questions: Please rate the following on a scale of 1
to 5 with 1 meaning “not at all” and 5 meaning “very much so”. If
you have no experience with the questions material or are unsure,
please leave the question blank.

15. I enjoyed watching presentations using the prototype
16. Did you notice any of the following interaction techniques

being used?
Mouse Mid-air hand gestures Speech command recognition

Tablet Keyboard
17. Did you notice any of the following operations being used?
arranging images text display on-screen drawing pan/zoom
18. If you noticed mid-air gesture interactions, were they engag-

ing and enjoyable
19. If you noticed voice interactions (e.g. commanding elements

on the screen using spoken voice) were they engaging and enjoy-
able?

20. If you noticed on-screen drawing and annotation, were en-
joyable and engaging?

21. If you noticed the use of text display, was it enjoyable and
engaging?

22. I was generally engaged during virtual presentations using
the prototype

23. I was more engaged with the virtual presentation using the
prototype partially because I could see the speaker better than
traditional virtual presentations

24. I felt compelled to ask questions or interact with the speaker
when viewing the virtual presentation using the prototype

25.I would bemore interested in interactingwith a speaker giving
a virtual presentation with the prototype

26. I liked watching virtual presentations with the prototype
27. I would rather watch a virtual presentation using the proto-

type than traditional presentation tools (such as slides on Zoom)
28. Please rank your preference for seeing the following interac-

tions being used during the virtual presentations with 1 indicating
“most favorite interaction” and 5 indicating “least favorite interac-
tion”. If you didn’t notice one of these interactions, please select
N/A.

Gestures Mouse Keyboard Voice Command Tablet
29. Please rank your preference for seeing the following opera-

tions being used during the virtual presentations with 1 indicating
“most favorite interaction” and 8 indicating “least favorite interac-
tion”. If you didn’t notice one of these interactions, please select
N/A.

Arrange items Pan/Zoom Draw Text Display Conjure Dismiss
Next Previous

30. Is there anything further you would like to tell us about
virtual presentations or any of the topics mentioned in the questions
above?

B.3 Speaker Post-Presentation
Making on Your Feet Questionnaire 4 : Presenter Post-presentation
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The purpose of this questionnaire is to gather feedback regarding
the performance of semi-extemporaneous presentations using a
prototype creativity support tool.

Experience with Prototype (Performance Phase)
1. Please explain your overall impression presenting with the

prototype
2. Do you feel it was helpful to prepare in a similar environment

to that in which you presented?
3. How would you compare this experience with presenting a

traditional virtual presentation?
4. Did the presentation proceed as you expected?
5. How did you manage unexpected incidents during the presen-

tation?
6. Were there any interaction methods you wish you’d used

instead of the ones you chose?
7. Which of the following interaction methods did you try during

the rehearsal phase?
Gesture Mouse Keyboard Speech Tablet
8. Which of the following interactionmethods did you use during

your presentation?
Gesture Mouse Keyboard Speech Tablet
9. If you used gesture, did you find it enjoyable, useful, and

intuitive? Why or why not?
10. If you used voice, did you find it enjoyable, useful, and intu-

itive? Why or why not?
11. If you used tablet, did you find it enjoyable, useful, and intu-

itive? Why or why not?
12. If you used on-screen drawing and annotation, did you find

it enjoyable, useful, and intuitive? Why or why not?
13. If you used text display, did you find it enjoyable, useful, and

intuitive? Why or why not?
14. Please rank your preference for using the following inter-

actions during the virtual presentation with 1 indicating “most
favorite interaction” and 5 indicating “least favorite interaction”. If
you didn’t use one of these interactions, please select N/A.

Gesture Speech Mouse Tablet Keyboard
15. What are the strengths of this presentation style?
16. What are the weaknesses of this presentation style?
17. How did the presentation feel different using the prototype

than traditional presentation tools?
18. How did it feel to be co-located with your presentation media

(images, etc.)?
19. How would you have prepared differently if asked to present

again?
20. Can you think of use-cases in which this tool would be help-

ful?
Likert Scale Questions: Please rate the following on a scale of 1

to 5 with 1 meaning “not at all” and 5 meaning “very much so”. If
you have no experience with the questions material or are unsure,
please leave the question blank.

21. It was easy giving virtual presentations using the prototype
22. I would use this prototype to prepare virtual presentations

in the future
23. I trusted the systemmore because I prepared my presentation

in the same environment in which it was delivered
24. I was skeptical of various interaction techniques (gesture,

voice, etc) prior to presenting with the tool

25. I am more trusting of these interaction methods after pre-
senting

26. The rehearsal process built trust between me and the tool
27. It was easy for me to answer questions mid-way through the

presentation, or encourage interactivity with the audience using
the prototype

28. I would prefer to present future virtual presentations using
this tool than traditional presentation tools

29. I would like to see virtual presentations given with this tool
30. I improvised during my presentation more than anticipated
31. It was intuitive to give virtual presentations using the proto-

type
32. My presentation proceeded in a strict sequential order in

which it is to be presented
33. I was able to encourage interactivity during my presentation
34. I liked using this prototype presentation tool
35. It was fun giving presentations using the prototype
36. Is there anything further you would like to tell us about

virtual presentations or any of the topics mentioned in the questions
above?

B.4 Study 1: Formative Study Follow-Up
Making on Your Feet Questionnaire 6 : Formative Study Speaker
Presentations

The purpose of this questionnaire is to gather feedback from
presenters who we interviewed during our formative study. Par-
ticipants will be asked to use our tool to present their proposed
use-case. Participants will use our prototype to present their origi-
nally proposed use-case instead of pantomiming as they did in the
formative study.

Experience with Prototype (Performance Phase)
1. Please explain your overall impression presenting with the

prototype
2. Do you feel it was helpful to prepare in a similar environment

to that in which you presented?
3. How would you compare this experience with presenting a

traditional virtual presentation?
4. Did the presentation proceed as you expected?
5. How did you manage unexpected incidents during the presen-

tation?
6. Were there any interaction methods you wish you’d used

instead of the ones you chose?
7. What are the strengths of this presentation style?
8. What are the weaknesses of this presentation style?
9. How did the presentation feel different using the prototype

than traditional presentation tools?
10. Were your needs were met for presenting your original use-

case?
11. How would you have prepared differently if asked to present

again?
12. Can you think of other contexts in which this tool would be

helpful?
13. What alterations would you suggest to make this tool better

suited for your use case?
14. Were there any interaction techniques you were skeptical to

use?
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15. How would you say the rehearsal process affected your deci-
sion of what interaction methods to use?

16. Overall, was the prototype what you expected? If not, explain
Likert Scale Questions: Please rate the following on a scale of 1

to 5 with 1 meaning “not at all” and 5 meaning “very much so”. If
you have no experience with the questions material or are unsure,
please leave the question blank.

17. It was easy preparing and giving virtual presentations using
the prototype

18. I would use this prototype to prepare virtual presentations
in the future

19. It was intuitive to prepare and give my presentation using
the prototype

20. I was skeptical of various interaction techniques prior to
presenting with the tool

21. I am more trusting of these interaction methods after pre-
senting

22. It was easy for me to answer questions using my prepared
content with the prototype

23. It was easy for me to answer questions mid-way through the
presentation, or encourage interactivity with the audience using
the prototype

24. I would prefer to present future virtual presentations using
this tool than traditional presentation tools

25. I would like to see virtual presentations given with this tool
26. I improvised during my presentation more than anticipated
27. My presentation was better planned than I anticipated during

rehearsal
28. My presentation proceeded in a strict sequential order in

which it is to be presented
29. I was able to encourage interactivity during my presentation
30. I liked using this prototype presentation tool
31. My presentation closely resembled my pantomime during

the previous phase of the study
32. Is there anything further you would like to tell us about

virtual presentations or any of the topics mentioned in the questions
above?

B.5 Commentator Post-Presentations
Making on Your Feet Questionnaire 5: Video Feedback

The purpose of this questionnaire is to gather feedback on a
series of videos depicting an audience and a presenter interacting
using a prototype virtual interaction tool.

1. What is your age?
2. What is your gender identity?
3. What is your occupation?
4. Do you have any disabilities that you’d like to disclose or

request for accommodation?
5. Do you have prior experience either giving or watching virtual

presentations? (virtual presentations include slide shows such as
Power Point on telepresence software such as teams, video lectures
on platforms such as YouTube, or similar media)

6. If so, could you describe how the presentation was delivered?
What software, media, etc. Please be as specific as possible.

7. How would you compare the prototype presented in the video
against your previous experience with virtual presentations?

8. Does the audience seem engaged?
9. How improvised are these presentations?
10. Would you rather present a talk using this prototype or

traditional presentation tools? Why?
11. Would you rather watch a talk using this prototype or tradi-

tional presentation tools? Why?
12. Can you think of contexts where this prototype would be

useful? Explain
13. While the presentations you watched during this study were

short, do you think this style of presentation would work well for
a longer presentation? Why or why not?

14. Any other observations or comments about the audience and
presenter interaction from the video?

Likert Scale Questions: Please rate the following on a scale of 1
to 5 with 1 meaning “not at all” and 5 meaning “very much so”. If
you have no experience with the questions material or are unsure,
please leave the question blank.

15. The audience is engaged while watching virtual presentations
using the prototype

16. The speaker is well prepared
17. The presentation is more engaging than traditional presenta-

tions
18. Is there anything further you would like to tell us about

virtual presentations or any of the topics mentioned in the questions
above?
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